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background:  While studies of myocardial infarction (MI) have found significant associations with genetic variants, these explain little of the 
overall heritability of MI. To expand the search for possible genetic causes of MI, we examined the familiality of several MI phenotypes and explored 
these phenotypes in high-risk pedigrees.
methods: The Intermountain Genealogy Registry contains genealogies of ~700,000 patients in the Intermountain Healthcare System and was used 
to generate, for each MI phenotype, the genealogy index of familiality (GIF), which is 10,000 times the average pairwise kinship of coefficient for 
cases. The phenotypic characteristics of high-risk pedigrees (n=10) were also examined.
results: The GIF varied by phenotype: all MI had GIF=0.448 (p<0.001), while for STEMI it was 0.49 (p=0.002), non-STEMI was 0.48 (p=0.09), early 
MI was 0.50 (p=0.36), and MI without traditional risk factors (i.e., diabetes, hypertension or hyperlipidemia) was 0.46 (p=0.36). For the high-risk 
pedigrees, most (75%) cases had a STEMI and most (91%) had a diagnosis of diabetes, hypertension or hyperlipidemia either before or after the MI.
Conclusions: The strength and significance of familiality differed by MI phenotype, with STEMI providing the strongest statistical evidence, 
although early-onset MI familiality was limited by sample size. In high-risk MI pedigrees, common risk factors were seen in most cases; thus, 
differentiating MI-associated genetic factors independent of these may be challenging.
 
